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Abstract
Interactive TV research spans across a rather diverse body of scientific
subfields. Research articles have appeared in several venues, such as
multimedia, HCI, CSCW, UIST, user modeling, media and communication sciences. In this study, we explore the state-of-the-art and consider two basic issues: What is interactive TV research? Can it help
us reinvent the practices of authoring, delivering, and watching TV?
For this purpose, we have reviewed the research literature, as well as
the industrial developments and identified three concepts that provide
a high-level taxonomy of interactive TV research: (1) content editing,
(2) content sharing, and (3) content control. We propose this simple
taxonomy (edit–share–control) as an evolutionary step over the established hierarchical produce–deliver–consume paradigm. Moreover, we
demonstrate how each disciplinary effort has contributed to and why
the full potential of interactive TV has not yet been fulfilled. Finally,
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we describe how interdisciplinary approaches could provide solutions
to some notable contemporary research issues.
‘Interactive Television is an oxymoron. On the other
hand, television provides the most common ground in
our culture for ordinary conversation, which is arguably
the most enjoyable interaction a person has. We should
try to leverage the power of television while creating
some channel back from the audience to provide content, control or just a little conversation.’ *

* Although

we have tried to summarize previous research as much as possible, we still
find that the quote by Dan O’Sullivan (Interactive Telecommunication program, New
York University, Tisch School of the Arts) has been the most comprehensive definition of
interactive television, so far. Retrieved from: http://itp.nyu.edu/∼dbo3/proj/#tele (July
2008).
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1
What is Interactive Television

The user activities that surround television creation, distribution, and
viewing have been interactive long before the digitization of television systems. For example, viewers compete mentally against quiz show
participants. Moreover, viewers react emotionally to TV content, they
record and share TV content with friends and discuss about shows
either in real-time, or afterward. Currently, the digitization of TV systems and TV content has only increased the opportunities for interactivity. A major question that should be answered before we describe
the details of this research area is: “what is interactive TV (iTV)?”
Despite the widespread use in industry and academia, the term “iTV”
is still quite ambiguous.
For a long time, the answer to the question “what is iTV” has been
dependable on the discipline or the industry concerned, which might
have been one source of ambiguity when the respective disciplines had
to coordinate:
(1) iTV as infrastructure: A telecom engineer assumes digital
broadcast, return channel, or broadband Internet infrastructure (e.g., IPTV);
1
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(2) iTV as user terminal: A multimedia designer refers
to interactive graphics and dynamic editing on the user
terminal;
(3) iTV as media format: A media manager describes new
content formats such as betting, interactive storytelling, and
play-along quiz games; and
(4) iTV as social actor: A sociologist’s definition focuses on
the interaction between people about TV shows.
While none of the above definitions seems to agree with each other,
each one stands for an approach followed by iTV researchers so far.
In particular, each one makes some assumption about one or more of
the following elements: (1) infrastructure, (2) user terminal, (3) content, and (4) social behavior, respectively. Therefore, in order to setup
a unifying definition of iTV we need to abstract from the particularities of disciplinary approaches and their implicit assumptions. We have
found that there are at least two high-level approaches for defining iTV.
The first one considers iTV as an artifact or experience. The second
approach considers iTV as an area of academic study.
In terms of user experience, we consider interactive TV (iTV)
to hold the following properties: (1) mash-ups of fixed (pre-edited)
video-clips, which have linear narrative (2) low-to-mild levels of user
input, and (3) dynamic graphics that are employed mostly for videooverlays. Nevertheless, the borderline between other media formats
(e.g., videogames) and iTV is sometimes vague. For example, there
are song-contest videogames that follow the format of the respective
TV-shows. At the same time, there are iTV formats that have been
modeled after adventure videogames. For the sake of consistency within
this study, we do not treat borderline applications, but we provide a
few references to developments from the industry and mainly focus on
the academic treatments of iTV.
In terms of academic discipline, iTV research studies the interaction among users and video-clip-based content, which is presented
on networked multimedia computers. Therefore, iTV research builds
and extends upon established disciplines such as Human–Computer
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Interaction, Multimedia, and Communication Science. Again, there
might be borderline cases, in which research methods in iTV have been
transferred from other disciplines. Nevertheless, iTV research focuses
on those interdisciplinary cases that have guided researchers to leverage existing disciplinary methods, in order to address the development
and use of iTV systems.
The goal of this work is to provide a common framework for future
iTV research by surveying the most relevant publications and the most
innovative industry developments. In order to abstract from the different disciplines and views, we structure the framework on three basic
television concepts that we believe capture the basics of all previous
approaches: (1) content editing, (2) content sharing, and (3) content
control. In the following section, we provide further details regarding
the scope and assumptions that we made in the course of this work.

1.1

Framework and Delimitation of Scope

This section provides a detailed description and rationale of the framework we utilize to position the different initiatives around iTV research.
It delimits the scope of the study and highlights key assumptions.
Firstly, the intention of this study is not to enumerate the most
significant technological achievements in terms of television delivery.
Although several iTV developments (e.g., Web-based TV, IPTV, and
broadcast TV) have followed parallel or even competing paths, we prefer to elaborate on the common themes from the viewpoint of the
human, as a creator, distributor, and viewer of content. For example,
broadcast developments have been in competition with video streaming
approaches, and the TV as device has been in conflict with the PC. Nevertheless, the convergence of network and rendering platforms has made
such distinctions somewhat superficial. Even though there are still significant differences between the networking and rendering platforms,
those differences regard mostly to the context and the preferences of
the user, rather than to the capabilities of the technology.
As introduced by Pine and Gilmore [143] in The Experience
Economy, we are living a shift from a service economy to an experience
economy. In other words, if the first technological challenge was to
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provide efficient delivery mechanism, now the challenge is to provide
enhanced experiences [13]. While during the 1990s iTV research
concentrated in the provision of digital television and on how efficiently broadcast digitalized television, the challenge now is to provide
interactive television experiences as represented by the efforts of
personalization, social television, interactive narratives, and ambient
technology.
With the goal of being as inclusive as possible, this work takes a
pragmatic view and considers research coming from the industry and
the academia. Notably, many significant iTV developments have been
realized by industrial players (content producers, network operators,
and device manufacturers), who have very different strategies and interests.1,2 For this reason, in addition to academic literature we have also
examined iTV developments published in the popular press. Nevertheless, it is outside the scope of the present work to provide an overview
of all commercial trials and products, which are described elsewhere
[89, 88, 141].3,4,5
The goal of this study is to provide a comprehensive overview of iTV
research around a unifying concept: television as a set of activities that
include content edition, content sharing, and content control. In the rest
of this article we organize previous research and development efforts
along the three major categories, which have an immediate impact on
the way people interact and participate in the TV lifecycle.
Content editing, apart from professional content edition, considers the casual viewer as an active node in the content creation value
chain. Contemporary viewers have the expectation of producing digital
content by employing easy-to-use applications. Although the current
shift has important implications in the television value chain, we do
1 Frank

Rose, The Televisionspace Race, Wired 6.04, 1998 http://www.wired.com/wired/
archive/6.04/mstv.html
2 Frank Rose, TV or not TV, Wired Issue 8.03, 2000, http://www.wired.com/wired/
archive/8.03/bskyb.html
3 Sean Dodson, A short history of interactive TV, guardian.co.uk, Thursday 5 April 2001,
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2001/apr/05/onlinesupplement5
4 Robert X. Cringely, Digital TV: A Cringely Crash Course, PBS, http://www.pbs.org/
opb/crashcourse/
5 Tracy Swedlow, Interactive Enhanced Television: A Historical and Critical Perspective,
http://www.itvt.com/etvwhitepaper.html
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not expect that professional content production will disappear in the
future. Indeed, high-quality production values and massively attended
events function as a reference point and as social glue for society [100].
At the same time, the popularity of services like YouTube and MySpace
demonstrates that there is an increasing demand for user-generated
content. In conclusion, there is a need to accommodate both approaches
by providing lightweight authoring tools for end-users.
Content sharing corresponds to a meta-content activity, “have you
seen that goal?” or “you should definitely watch this clip!” When a
viewer calls a friend to chat about a current program, he is following a communication process. This process can be synchronous (while
viewing) or asynchronous (after viewing). Research on communication
process includes, among others, providing chat-enabled television channels, real-time voice communication, or synchronous avatars that indicate the current status of a viewer.
Content control corresponds to the selection process, “what to
watch?” and to the consumption process “Where to watch it?” For
example, after scanning the program guide, when the viewer changes
to another channel he is controlling the television content. Research on
content control can be divided into a number of subtopics such as the
input devices to be utilized, automation and personalization, and the
available rendering devices.

1.2

Methodological Considerations

Researchers have employed several methodologies in the study of TV
viewing and they have established a rich body of knowledge, which
has been expanded by the design, development, and study of novel
iTV content and applications. In the following, we highlight relevant
methods from selected research in the iTV field.
Although researchers have identified the differences between the TV,
the personal computer and the Web,6,7 the majority of the research and
many commercial products have been created in the face of usability
6 Jakob

Nielsen, WebTV Usability Review, February 1997: http://www.useit.com/
alertbox/9702a.html
7 Jakob
Nielsen, TV Meets the web, February 1997: http://www.useit.com/
alertbox/9702b.html
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Fig. 1.1 In addition to the contrast between lean-back versus lean-forward user posture,
the TV environment considers a shared dispaly and social activities in a relaxed domestic
setting.

measured as efficiency. Several aspects of video search and navigation could be modeled after the traditional HCI tasks and goals. For
example, the usability of the Electronic Program Guide (EPG) is very
similar to the usability of productivity software, because it involves
more information processing than enjoyment of iTV content. Still, there
are some aspects of the EPG design and many other types of iTV applications that would benefit by a consideration of the affective dimension
[45, 46]. The focus on the affective dimension of iTV applications was
motivated by the realization that users’ subjective satisfaction is at
odds with the established notion of efficiency.
A usability test of a video skipping user interface (UI) revealed
that user satisfaction was higher for the UI that required more time,
more clicks, and had the highest error rate. In other words, the most
usable UI was not the most favored one [58]. This result is opposite
to the assumptions of the efficient usability paradigm, which conceives
the efficient as more usable and thus preferable. One could not blame
the designers of those efficient UIs (the widely acclaimed TiVo and
ReplayTV), which have been designed according to the established
UI principles (e.g., “provide shortcuts”). Nevertheless, the satisfaction
questionnaires exposed that users preferred the most relaxing UI over
the most efficient one [58]. Therefore, UI in ITV applications should be
tested in the face of affective goals, in addition to the traditional efficient usability conceptualizations. In other words, upcoming user experience evaluation methodologies should be applied in the iTV domain.
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In addition to the evaluation conceptualization, there are methodological differences with regard to the techniques and processes
employed during the development of new iTV products and services.
Monk [123] argued that there is a need to adapt the traditional UI
design and evaluation methods to the home environment (Figure 1.1).
Since iTV applications serve entertainment goals and domestic leisure
activities for a diverse user population [101], there is a need to reexamine the traditional usability engineering concepts and evaluation
methods, under the light of existing results from the field of media studies. Indeed, the intersection between the human-computer interaction
(HCI) and the mass communication disciplines has been highlighted as
a significant area for further research [112].
Chorianopoulos and Spinellis [47] have integrated the research from
affective HCI with media studies, in order to devise a conceptualization
for UI evaluation that facilitates the universal access to iTV applications. Mass communication has explored the effects of broadcast electronic media messages to the TV audience. It has developed several
important concepts, such as the “uses and gratifications” theory [159],
which describes the motivations for watching TV. The uses and gratifications theory does not assume an attentive user like the traditional
usability engineering methods do, but measures explicitly a continuum
of viewer involvement with a TV program [142]. Moreover, the “selective exposure” paradigm [190] regards the viewer as an active receiver of
the media messages, who changes TV channels and actively selects TV
content to be exposed to. The selective exposure concept contrasts with
the traditional usability conception of a specific task to be performed
by a user.
An important element in the process of usability evaluation is the
notion of the user task. A user task consists of a finite number of steps
and it has an exact ending. Accordingly, a usability evaluation session includes a few tasks that should be performed by a user. Tasks
might not be suitable in the context of many iTV applications. Indeed,
Maguire [113] raised the research question of whether tasks should be
fixed, or users should be allowed to use the service as freely as they wish.
It has been argued that the users should be allowed to use the service
for a predefined, but flexible duration of time (e.g., 15–30 minutes),
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without any particular task to complete [47]. Because viewers select
TV channels and watch TV programs in order to regulate their mood,
the evaluation of an iTV UI should facilitate free exploration and enjoyment of the iTV application. The emphasis on an affective methodology for iTV applications does not entail a complete abandonment of
the efficient usability paradigm. For example, an iTV news application
used in the morning before leaving home for work should afford efficient
information retrieval and navigation. The same application, used in the
evening after returning home from a long day at work, should be more
automated and encourage relaxed use.
Shrimpton-Smith et al. [168] provide an empirical comparative evaluation study of two versions of the traditional think-aloud method. In
particular, they suggest that since TV is a social medium it must be
tested in a social context as well. For this purpose, they employed
real life couples in think-aloud usability testing. The same usability
test was also performed with single users. It was found that couples
detected more usability issues than single test users. Furthermore, the
test session was considered to require less effort in the couple condition.
Besides collocated groups, there is also a need for evaluation methods
in the context of distance communication among multiple TV viewers.
Duchenaut et al. [59] performed an elaborate analysis of the voice communication between two remote groups of TV viewers. The evaluation
was based on video-taping and detailed transcripts (both spoken and
non-verbal) of the interpersonal communication, within the same room
and between the two remote rooms.
In continuation to the past qualitative analysis of traditional TV
audience [110], ethnographic studies in the living room are popular
evaluation methods [130]. More recently, Obrist et al. [132] performed
an extensive ethnographic study of interactive TV use. They employed
diaries and cultural probes, and evaluated a broad range of iTV applications. They found that the preferences of different user groups (e.g.,
couples, singles, flatsharing, and seniors) could only be fulfilled with an
equally diverse set of iTV applications, and they put special emphasis
on social communication. Elderly users have been involved in the design
of navigation interfaces [155]. In complement to qualitative studies,
Sperring and Stradvall [174] employed multiple usability and media
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evaluation methods including eye-tracking, questionnaires, and physiological measurements. They report that the viewers’ behavior during
the show and involvement in the game varied depending on whether
they participated together with friends or alone.
While usability tests are suitable during the development process,
ethnographic methods are more useful for requirements collection and
for investigating the long-term effects of iTV applications. Bernhaupt
et al. [22] developed two variations of cultural probes by introducing
creative cultural probing cards and extending it toward playful cultural
probing. Creative cultural probing material is based on the idea that
creative stimuli will motivate participants in their self-observation to
provide more insightful information on daily routines and technology
usage. For the playful probing approach, traditional games are adopted
for the research needs to enhance participants’ involvement. For example, they extended “card games” by including research-related question
cards. These questions were answered by participants while playing the
game. Furthermore, they experimented with modeling clay as a means
for answering design oriented questions. Overall, they found that the
playful approach motivates participants to reflect on the research topic
more thoroughly.
In summary, the contemporary usability techniques are necessary
for the evaluation of iTV applications, but it seems that they are
not sufficient. In particular, the TV audience has been accustomed
to expect much more than ease of use. In particular, the TV audience
receives information and expects to be entertained, in a lay-back posture and through an emotionally loaded visual language. In this way,
having satisfied the basic usability requirement, everybody should be
receiving a reasonable level of entertainment.

1.3

Timelines and Basic Concepts

After many decades of development, iTV has remained one of the
most elusive consumer technologies [99]. Several reasons have been
cited, such as pervasiveness of basic TV infrastructure (Figure 1.2),
8 The

sources for all
digitaltelevision.gov.uk

timelines

are

wikipedia,

http://www.fcc.gov,

http://www.
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Fig. 1.2 Summary of basic technical advancements.8

unrealistic expectations, slow evolution of iTV technologies, and conflicting viewpoints of the stakeholders.9,10,11
There are several ways to look into the development of TV
technology, applications, content, and social practices over time. In
this section, we discuss multimedia content flow in TV and we study
historical development for each building block of the TV value chain.
In the timelines, we have selected the most significant technological
advancements in terms of the impact they had in the way users (producers, distributors, and viewers) employed TV. It is worth noting that
the proposed framework to study iTV research (edit–share–control)
stands as an evolutionary step over the traditional model of authoring–
delivery–consumption.
The flow of multimedia content is started when the media is captured. The raw material might be captured using digital means or can
be, later, converted into digital format. Then, the content is encoded
and might be authored by aggregating various media elements into one
presentation, by determining the layout characteristics of each media
element, and by introducing handlers for user interaction. Finally, the
9 Kevin

Kelly, Becoming Screen Literate, NY Times, November 23, 2008,
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/11/23/magazine/23wwln-future-t.html
10 Bill Rosenblatt, 500 channels and nothing’s on, http://www.cnn.com/TECH/computing/
9812/04/500channels.idg/index.html
11 Bill McConnell, The Shape of Things To Come, Broadcasting & Cable, 1/5/2004,
http://www.broadcastingcable.com/article/CA372624.html
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Fig. 1.3 Simplified view of the hierarchical content flow.

content is delivered to the end-user’s device for consumption. Figure 1.3
shows a simplified version of the established content flow [31]. The hierarchical content flow is useful in order to define a benchmark against
which we are going to measure the progress toward alternative or complementary paradigms, such as the participatory model edit–share–
control (ESC), which we propose in this article.
Based on the hierarchical flow of multimedia content, we can distinguish major research topics: content production and authoring, content
delivery, and content consumption.
Regarding content authoring, television content has been traditionally produced in expensive studio settings using digital means. As a
matter of fact, previous research has emphasized large video libraries
and professional settings with desktop computers [184], instead of living
room arrangements. Major research in this area included the provision
of efficient video encoding mechanisms for effective video stream rendering and retrieval. The most popular solutions include MPEG-212 and
MPEG-413 video formats. Even though encoded video is an efficient
manner for rendering, it provides very limited interactive capabilities.
Contemporary technical developments (Figure 1.4) have introduced
lightweight content authoring tools for viewers as well [96].
Apart from video encoding, higher level or integration tools allow
the composition of multimedia presentations by integrating and synchronizing different media elements. Some examples include Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) [33], Flash,14
MHEG [57], and MPEG-4 [140]. Integration tools permit to generate
multimedia presentations by defining the spatial and temporal relationships of the media elements. In addition, interactivity can be achieved
12 http://www.chiariglione.org/mpeg/standards/mpeg-2/mpeg-2.htm
13 http://www.chiariglione.org/mpeg/standards/mpeg-4/mpeg-4.htm
14 http://www.adobe.com/products/flash/
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Fig. 1.4 The home-made family video is anything but new, but the popularity of YouTube
has been the tipping point for a democratization of the multimedia authoring and editing
processes.

by the inclusion of internal and external links. These solutions have
been mainly investigated by the research community, but have not
been widely deployed by the industry. Instead, in the later 1990s and
the beginning of the 2000s the industry concentrated on standardizing
an open middleware for iTV set-top boxes, which led to a set of Javabased standards such as Multimedia Home Platform (MHP) [124, 42]
in Europe, OpenCable Platform (OCAP) [124] and Advanced Common Application Platform (ACAP) [42] in the USA, Broadcast Markup
Language (BML) [42] in Japan, and Ginga [171, 172] in Brazil. Unfortunately, their acceptance and popularity have never met the initial
expectations.
Regarding content delivery (Figure 1.5), the first most important challenge for the broadcast community was to actually distribute
television content in an efficient manner, so research focused on the
transmission mechanisms. This body of research was influenced by
the unexpected success of the DVD technology and reused a number of underlying concepts (e.g., using MPEG-2 streams to deliver
the content). This wave of research concluded with the deployment
of digital television systems [121, 69, 150, 157, 161, 151] and three
major regional standards were defined. Advanced Television Systems
Committee (ATSC) in North America, Integrated Services Digital
Broadcasting (ISDB) in Japan, and Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB)
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Fig. 1.5 Although the distribution of content has been an hierarchical one-way process, the
development of broadband Internet and mobile infrastructures has released content from
monolithic distribution mechanisms.

in Europe, [42]. The Japanese solution has been selected in other countries such as Brazil [171]. In addition to broadcast to home, interesting
advances have occurred for the delivery of mobile television. Mobile
transmission of television content can now be achieved using a number
of standards like DVB-H,15 Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB),16
and Mobile Broadcast Services Enabler Suite (BCAST).17
The previous paragraphs quickly summarize the story behind broadcast television and its content flow. Since this study is not restricted
to broadcast transmission, the following paragraphs will discuss about
Web-based TV and IPTV solutions.
Web-based TV (or Internet TV) and online video sharing have
become a primary activity in the World Wide Web. Some relevant
examples include services like YouTube, Yahoo! video, and MySpace.
The common characteristics of these systems are that they provide
easy-to-use interfaces for uploading, searching, viewing, rating, and
most notably for sharing videos. They are intended for personal computer usage and mostly focus on user-generated material. At the same
time, a number of Web-based TV solutions are targeted for consuming
15 http://www.dvb-h.org/
16 http://eng.t-dmb.org/
17 http://www.openmobilealliance.org/Technical/release

program/bcast v1 0.aspx
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Fig. 1.6 Content sharing and social communication about TV content have taken place
over out-of-band channels (e.g., telephone, mobile SMS) but contemporary services have
introduced integrated services (e.g., Joost).

professionally produced videos. Some examples include Joost and Lycos
Cinema.
Finally, IPTV systems [4, 9, 43] reuse the Internet infrastructure
for delivering television content. Over the past years, IPTV systems
have been steadily evolving and now they have become a key technology for future television. In many cases, IPTV systems are as well
upgrading their infrastructure in order to provide social communications (Figure 1.6). We refer to these solutions as social interactive
television. For example, CollaboraTV [127], from AT&T, permits to
record the viewer’s comments while watching a television program.
Then, such comments are replayed when a friend is watching the video
using avatars to identify who has said what. At the same time, synchronous communication features have been introduced by Motorola’s
SocialTV [82, 119] and Alcatel’s AmigoTV [50].
The development story of closed captioning might provide further
ground for understanding the shortcomings as well as the potential of
iTV. In the beginning, closed captioning was conceived as a service for
people with hearing disabilities (Figure 1.7). It was implemented by
exploiting an invisible part of the television signal, known as the Vertical Blanking Interval (VBI). Closed captioning was initially available
to viewers through special caption decoder boxes that were attachable to televisions. Lately, closed caption technology has been used for
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Fig. 1.7 TV has been an inclusive technology from very early. Closed captioning was conceived as a way to communicate voice to hard-of-hearing-people.

Fig. 1.8 The wireless remote control has been a pervasive input device in user terminal
configurations, but novel paradigms have emerged.

a number of different services including BT’s talk TV video editing
tool [24]. There are a number of lessons to be learned by the story of
closed captioning: (1) the VBI technology has been later on exploited
to introduce the TeleText service, very popular in Europe, as a first
solution toward accessing the Web from the television set (popular
services sometimes are not the one the designers had in mind); and
(2) the integration of novel technologies into TV sets is necessary for
wide adoption by viewers and broadcasters (Figures 1.8 and 1.9).
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Fig. 1.9 Starting with Teletext systems the audiovisual experience in TV has been extended
with additional material, which is rendered at the viewer’s terminal.

Although there are many technological, creative, and behavioral
changes in the way TV is authored, distributed, and consumed, we do
not expect that the established paradigm (author–deliver–watch) will
be replaced by the emerging paradigm (edit–share–control). Indeed,
television is an information and entertainment medium that has occupied the largest share of domestic leisure time [189] and has become
a rather pervasive activity. Therefore, we expect that the emerging
paradigm will either build upon or complement existing practices.
Table 1.1 summarizes the traditional view on content flow and
compares it with the current view on how television content will be
produced, delivered, and consumed. The proposed developments are
not meant to replace the traditional practices, rather to complement
and enhance them. Our assumption is that traditional television watching will be enhanced with current trends on Web-based television systems, it will incorporate user-generated content and will allow for social
communication between viewers. In summary, this work argues that
television consumption is composed of three basic components: content
control, content sharing, and content editing. Hence, we argue that
research topics aimed to improve any of these categories will make a
difference in the interactive television landscape.18,19
18 http://www.fcc.gov/
19 http://www.digitaltelevision.gov.uk/
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Table 1.1 Comparison between the traditional view on the content flow and the emerging
paradigm.
Topic
Editing
content

Subtopic
Metatada
Middleware

Sharing
content

1.4

Emerging paradigm
User-generated
User tags (folksnomy)
Web-based frameworks
IPTV solutions
User enhancements

Mash-ups

Studio enhancements

Topology

Terrestrial, cable, and
satellite transmission
Static user terminals
Broadcaster or
client-server architecture
Closed system

Mobile distribution of
content
User Broadcast of content
P2P technologies

Recommender systems
EPG-like functionality
VCR-like functionality

Contextual-based
searches
Group-based searchers
Semantic navigation of
content

Content rights
management
Controlling
content

Established paradigm
Professionally produced
Professional metadata
Proprietary frameworks

Content selection
Content
navigation

Content sharing between
users

Reaching Its Full Potential

The story of television, as the story of many other technologies, is
a constant trial of new ideas and innovations. This section discusses a
number of promising technologies and system that did not achieve their
full potential. Such exercise will help us to understand how to better
provide services and technologies in the future. The first generation
of iTV applications has been influenced by the traditional computer
paradigms such as the desktop and hypertext. Application developers
put most of the efforts on issues that were familiar to them, sometimes forgetting the unique characteristics of the television experience.
For example, iTV applications are deployed in a domestic environment
and users have entertainment goals when compared to desktop applications, which are deployed in a work environment for productivity
goals (Figure 1.10). Other issues that have been sometime forgotten
include: (1) television watching is a social and shared experience, (2)
contextual information is essential for content rendering and selection,
and (3) nowadays in a house there are more rendering components
than the television set and more interactive devices than the remote
control.
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Fig. 1.10 Many interactive TV applications have been designed with the “look and feel” of
personal computer applications.
Table 1.2 Topics that have not fulfilled expectations and reason why they did not.
Topic
Video on demand
Return channel
Interactive content
Usability (based on
productivity)
Electronic
Program guide
User modeling and
personalization

Major reasons
High demands on the network. After ten years, desktop-based
Video on Demand is becoming a reality.
There has not been a wide deployment of solutions. Nowadays, the
use of SMS messages is the most popular return channel.
Interactivity as video overlays might be disruptive to the
entertainment experience due to the intrusiveness of the content
Consistency and task efficiency might not be adequate for
pleasurable interactive television experiences
Lack of contextual searching (television as a planned activity,
different layout, and options depending on the people in the
room or the time of the day)
Limited research on group modeling and social communication
support (apart from collaborative filters)

Table 1.2 summarizes the topics that we consider did not meet
the high expectations generated, when proposed. We must admit,
nevertheless, that they provided valuable results. The following sections
will inspect each of the topics in detail.
1.4.1

Multimedia Technology and System Architectures

Interactive television in Europe is normally associated with the provision of a return path from the user to the broadcaster. Since terrestrial
television is the predominant technology, setting up an efficient interaction channel to the content provider was a research topic of its own
at the turning of the century. According to [87], currently discounted
solutions such as SMS voting are most widely used and accepted. This
was due to the fact that previous implementations of the return channel
did not allow for much more than control signals and short messages.
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A symmetrical return channel would allow bidirectional distribution of
audiovisual content. Today, on the other hand, IPTV standards and
cable TV would provide a full working return channel.
Video-on-demand was the central element in the early vision of iTV
services [105]. Correspondingly, the academic community put effort into
server-side architectures, broadband delivery, and thin network clients
[29, 70]. In terms of the commercial success, a retrospective evaluation of the respective research might lead to the conclusion that videoon-demand was not worthwhile pursuing. Nevertheless, a more careful
examination may reveal that there were also numerous benefits from
that approach, such as the broadband Internet, current IPTV standards, and Web-based TV systems (e.g., Joost,20 Miro,21 YouTube,22
Amazon video on Demand23 ) which are becoming very popular services
ten years after.
If we consider graphics capabilities, iTV set-top boxes have only
provided the lowest common denominator. The main reason has been
that the graphics are controlled at a high level in the middleware,
resulting in slow execution and in a complex application composition
model. Such inefficiency clearly contrasts with latest game consoles
or even with DVDs, where the video-graphics are fundamental to the
product architecture. Their architectures are optimized for sequential
video presentation with graphics and mainstream DVD titles such as
Minority Report include elaborate forms of interactivity linked with
good visual effects, which are part of the user interface.
Finally, in terms of content gathering, there were high expectations
for the combination of dynamic information coming from the Web with
broadcast data. Still, a seamless integration of the different networks
bringing video content at home has not been achieved. Basic broadband Internet access and advanced peer-to-peer systems (e.g., BitTorrent) have enabled efficient distribution of content on the PC. While
wireless broadcast distribution is becoming suitable for the delivery
of high-demand, high-bit rate items, which have a real-time appeal
20 http://www.joost.com/
21 http://www.getmiro.com/
22 http://www.youtube.com/
23 http://www.amazon.com/Video-On-Demand/b/ref=sv

d 7?ie=UTF8&node=16261631
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(e.g., popular sport events, news, and movies). Nevertheless, we can
foresee that an EPG could be employed for re-scheduling the favorite
show of a family into a more convenient time and day that fits that
family’s particular schedule, independently of the delivery infrastructure. The fact that some of TV viewing is considered to be ‘ritualistic’
[160] does not preclude the exploitation of out-of-band techniques for
collecting the content at user’s premises.
1.4.2

Content Navigation and Personalization

During the 1990s there had been a lot of speculation about the 500
channels24 to be provided by the future iTV [99]. As a matter of
fact, new technologies such as video recorders, cable television and the
Web have increased the channel repertoire of TV viewers [63, 90]. This
increased availability of TV channels and content has become one of
the main drivers for the development of technologies that assist content
selection and navigation, such as the EPG and content personalization.
The EPG technology has been mostly associated with the products and services of the Gemstar company. Gemstar began to operate
in Europe in 1991, when it launched the patented ShowView VCR
recording technology, which simplified the process of taping television
programs through the use of unique barcodes associated with each TV
show (Figure 1.11). Although there have been some popular consumer
products (e.g., TiVo), currently there is no standard navigation method
neither for the input, nor for the output human interface [49].
Communication scientists reported that viewers could recall fewer
than a dozen of TV channels [64]. Moreover, it has been estimated that
one needs at least 15 minutes to browse through 500 channels, assuming a less-than-a-second channel switch delay and assuming an approximately one second glance before pressing the next-channel button.
These two issues often have not been adequately addressed by research
on EPGs. At the same time, studies have revealed that in some cases
TV watching is a planned activity, which is a finding that contrasts
with the monolithic focus on the EPG as a method to select a program
24 500

Channels and Nothing to Watch, Time, Dec. 14, 1992 http://www.time.com/
time/magazine/article/0,9171,977204,00.html
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Fig. 1.11 Gemstar has patented several technologies and services related to EPG and printbased input of recording data.

Fig. 1.12 An EPG does not have to take over the whole screen and it could also allow relaxed
navigation through the information on available channels without changing the current
one [34]. In addition, an EPG could employ additional modalities, such as summarization
[58, 94].

to watch each time a user switches-on the TV. On the other hand, there
is a fraction of the viewers that impulsively selects a program to watch,
especially among the younger demographic [71].
The majority of previous research about iTV applications has
addressed the EPG (Figures 1.12 and 1.13) and has proposed a few
design guidelines for it [16, 34, 27, 180]. Unfortunately, the EPG as
a file explorer-like UI is not appropriate for long TV listings, since
it contains less information per screen than a printed TV magazine.
Moreover, both methods for navigating TV content are based on a
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Fig. 1.13 The Electronic Program Guide has been a popular theme in HCI and user modelling research [16].

simple visual mapping of the underlying data structures, without much
consideration for the established TV channel selection behavior.
The envisioned 500 channels future was turned upside-down by the
user modeling research community [10], as well as from industry, who
put forward the vision of a single personalized channel. Nevertheless,
it is acknowledged that TV content is a conversation starter [109] and,
thus, personalization reduces the chances that any two might have
watched the same program.
TV personalization has been one of the most important research
directions applying and extending recommendation methods from other
interactive media (e.g., Web). Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [6] referred to
a number improvement to current recommender systems such as a better understanding of the users and items, inclusion of contextual information, and a provision of less intrusive types of recommendations. He
wrote “However, in many situations, the utility of a certain product
to a user might depend significantly on time. It may also depend on
the person(s) with whom the product will be consumed or shared and
under which circumstances.” Even though mainstream research focused
on imported models from the Internet [170], there are a number of systems that actually followed the main four categories indicated by Adomavicius. Some examples included Masthoff [117], Masthoff et al. [118],
and Goren-Bar [76] who considered television watching as a shared
experience, and other researchers [11, 17] who considered contextual
information for television program recommendations.
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Finally, we believe that personalized TV should take into account
the social value of the shared TV experience as well. If content recommendation algorithms are indeed tuned and successful to discover new
content all the times or content that satisfies the particular tastes of
each viewer, then there will be less opportunity to watch and to discuss about the familiar content. Therefore, personalization researchers
should also consider the sociability dimension of content recommendation and tune their algorithms accordingly [117]. In summary, EPG
research should consider television as a planned activity or television
as a shared experience before reaching its full potential.
1.4.3

Designing Interactive Content

The “red-button” of the 1990s25 from BBC interactive television
system, in which the user had to press the red button to launch interactive applications,26 was an interesting trial about interactive content.
According to Baker [13], there are many reasons why the red button
has not fulfilled the expectations; the most relevant for our discussion
are the following: intrusiveness of the extra content in the main screen,
poor resolution of the standards, and slowness of the solutions. In addition, we can argue that such standards did not take into account the
social nature of television consumption. Moreover, most of the services
provided to users, such as online banking (Figure 1.14), did not fit the
television paradigm and were services directly imported services from
the Internet.
The introduction and wide adoption of the Web has been promoted
by and attributed to the interactive nature of the new medium. It often
goes without much thought, that if something is interactive then it is
also better and it will be preferable [182]. Interactivity with the user
might seem as the major benefit of iTV, but this does not necessarily
need to be true and designers should further evaluate it in the context of entertainment applications [92]. Most notably, there is evidence
that in some cases interactivity may be disruptive to the entertainment
experience. Vorderer et al. [183] found that there are some categories
25 BBC

Red Button, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BBC Red Button
the red button, http://www.bbc.co.uk/digital/tv/tv interactive.shtml

26 Using
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Fig. 1.14 Television banking application and game. These are examples of interactive applications not connected to the television program.

Fig. 1.15 The show ‘Pyramid Challenge’ by BBCi encourages the viewer to get in the place
of the main hero, to make choices and to follow alternative paths along an interactive
storyline.

of users who do not like to have the option to change the flow of a TV
story (Figure 1.15); they just prefer to watch passively. Nevertheless,
there are also situations that users appreciate some extra interactivity, such as sports, where users have enjoyed the control of camera
angles.
Indeed, the passive uses and emotional needs gratified by the
broadcast media are desirable, [159]. Unfortunately, many iTV applications support the presentation of generic information on the screen,
instead of considering the augmentation of the entertainment experience. Although TV offers a wide variety of content that spans from pure
entertainment to pure information, the content is usually presented in
a captivating way, regardless of the type (e.g., documentary, news).
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Fig. 1.16 Quiz games such as the “Who wants to be a millionnaire” have been a straightforward domain for adding interactivity with the audience. The Living TV channel on Sky
offers on-demand horoscopes, which matches the gossip, celebrity, and paranormal programming of the channel.

Therefore, it is suggested to employ informational elements, in order
to augment the entertainment content [106]. For example, a music video
channel could insert interactive information related to the video clips,
such as trivia, discography, or motivate direct sales and downloads of
music (Figure 1.16). Furthermore, a quiz game might introduce an iTV
application that allows viewers to play-along the contestants in the
studio, to compete in the home or over distance. As a principle, designers should provide interactive entertainment elements or on-demand
information elements that match the main TV content.
Another popular research stream has considered iTV for educational
programs. Aarreniemi-Jokipelto [1] provides a historical description of
educational content offered through TV in Finland. The background
information about Finnish educational TV is complementary and runs
almost in parallel with that of USA, as reported by Revelle [153]. Both
of the above efforts started with the motivation to use traditional TV to
educate children in the home and in the classroom. The main rationale
cited for the adoption of TV as a learning medium is its pervasiveness.
Television watching is a familiar and reliable consumer device with
more than 90% penetration in developed countries. Although computers and the Web have been very popular in some developed countries
too, they have not reached the pervasiveness of TV [15]. Nevertheless,
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iTV systems hold many opportunities for enhancing distant education,
such as messaging between the students and the eventual formation of
online learning communities, which are interlocked with TV content.
A common belief is that TV viewers are always concentrated on the
TV content, but there is ample evidence that TV usage takes many
forms, as far as the levels of attention of the viewer are concerned.
Jenkins [86] opposes to the popular view that iTV will support only
the needs of the channel surfers by making an analogy: “With the rise
of printing, intensive reading was theoretically displaced by extensive
reading: readers read more books and spent less time on each. But
intensive reading never totally vanished.” Indeed, an iTV study has
empirically confirmed the existence of readers and skimmers, as two
distinct groups of TV viewers [35]. Therefore, the creators of content
should consider the full continuum of viewer roles between skimmer
and reader.

1.5

Lessons Learned and Open Research Issues

Notably, the most successful use of interactivity in TV has been
achieved by external means, such as the VCR, the DVD, and game consoles. In fact, interactivity on the DVD players was in creative terms
much better than any concept devised by the broadcast industry. It was
so good that at one point it seemed as if the DVD middleware would
become the default standard for all TV platforms. Another successful
story has been the one of TiVo (Figure 1.17). It offers a UI for stored
programs and has been popular in the USA for sometime already.
Due to the diversity of scientific subfields, 20 years of research on
interactive TV has not produced a unified set of results. Interactive TV
research as a whole is a loosely interwoven body of findings, broadly
divided into a collection of separate research fields (e.g., content distribution system, graphics architectures, user interface development, user
modeling, etc.) and commercial products. Each scientific field brought
its expertise to bear on a separate facet of interactive TV, generating
important results but not assembling them into common threads that
could define how the main issues relate to one another or ideally how
each finding builds upon each other. Moreover, most of the innovations
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Fig. 1.17 The popular TiVo system (a combination of set-top box and service) always
provides a choice of pre-recorded content and suggestions about what to watch, based on
collaborative filtering. Information related to the running program is placed in a semitransparent box that does not distract viewing.

have been introduced by the industry in commercial products. As a
matter of fact, the design process for those developments has remained
very much undocumented. In contrast to the broadcast TV area, the
networked TV one has been initiated on pragmatic expectations, feasible infrastructures, and most importantly lower barriers of entry for
researchers and users.
In the following sections, we organize iTV research into three
concepts, which stand as an evolutionary step over the traditional
model of production–distribution–consumption: (1) editing, (2) sharing, and (3) controlling content. In particular we consider the end-user
having an active role in each one of these activities, instead of being
just a “viewer.” In the rest of this article, we organize existing literature
into these three distinct concepts.
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